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Executive Summary 
The holy grail of Wi-Fi network management is to assure maximum performance under all 

conditions. Ideally that maximum is full capacity at any location in the coverage area of the network. 

What that full capacity is depends on many parameters, notably the desired transmission rate and 

the tolerable level of self-interference. Both depend on the RF power of the transmitters and on the 

number of channels available and their allocation to the access points of the network. This analysis 

suggests that automatic power management is best avoided and the operation automatic channel 

management should not be left to the network products vendor but involve own or independent 

expertise. 

The following sections look in more detail at RF power management and channel management and 

reaches the following conclusions: 

1. Automatic RF power management is a very complex process with little benefit – RF power 
effects coverage as well as data rate by not very much 

2. Changing transmission rate has a more pronounced effect on coverage 
3. Automatic RF power management will disrupt location determination systems 
4. Automatic power management should be used sparingly – if at all 
5. For a given transmission rate there is a minimum number of  channels that allows unlimited 

AP density; in practice this is not possible for transmission speeds higher 18Mb/s (QPSK ¾ 
coding) 

6. Channel planning requires careful selection of AP locations, detailed environmental data and 
attention to hidden node effects 

7. Using the wrong channel spacing will nullify even the best channel plan 
8. Automatic, real-time channel management is in theory possible but it may cause severe 

disruption of network services 
9. The results of real time channel management depend on the activity of users throughout the 

network 
10. Judging automatic channel planning capabilities of a product is difficult at best in the absence 

of vendor information 
11. Off-line channel planning with “rolling” implementation is advisable until experience with a 

given planning tool has been built up 
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Understanding Wi-Fi performance 
Assessing Wi-Fi network performance is notoriously difficult: the number of factors involved is large 

and their interactions are complex. Assessment is further complicated by the highly variable usage 

patterns. Whereas a lab measurements can be based on a videostream of a fixed rate and limited 

interference from other spectrum users, reality is far more complex. 

In practice, client density and usage vary in time and by location and therefore the throughput as 

well as the transmission rate on a link between a client and an AP can vary greatly – from the full 

100’s of Mb/s rate to a minimum of 6 or 1 Mb/s, depending on the actual product.  The effective 

throughput scales correspondingly but to lower values. The factors driving this variation are almost 

impossible to quantifiy in a given situation.  

In the following discussion the perspective is that of a very busy network with many access points 

and clients with high levels of activity. In such a network, performance is determined by two things: 

a) the number of users (clients+APs) sharing the same RF channel through the CSMA/CA mechanism 

and b) the SIR margin in the areas outside the CSMA/CA sharing area. Because the CSMA/CA 

threshold is -84dBm, this “interference area” can be as much as 4 times the size of sharing area and 

the reduction in SIR in that area can be as high as 20 dB; this reduces the operating range and/or the  

transmission rates. Since every device has such an interference area, the impact on the overall 

performance can be very high. 

In the following, only a few basic transmission rates have been used and MIMO and its rate 

multiplication effects have not been included – instead the default set of transmission rates has 

been used as indicators for modulation schemes which determine the required SNR and SIR. 

Similarly, the beamforming of 802.11ac has been ignored: its benefits in complex RF environments 

are limited whereas its discussion would further complicate the following analysis. 
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Automatic  AP Power Management  
In order to understand the effects and merits of automatic power management in Wi-Fi networks,  it 

is necessary to understand the algorithm applied by the auto power function and to relate that to 

the underlying physics. Such algorithms are considered a vendor’s intellectual property and usually 

not disclosed but a vendor will indicate possible limitations. An example is Cisco’s Controller 

Configuration Guide that explicitly states that the “TPC Algorithm” will not function in certain types 

of buildings.  

The following mostly deals with the physics. It assumes an indoor environment with a pathloss 

exponent of 4 which gives a loss of 12dB for each doubling of the distance. This is a reasonable 

assumption for complex buildings with many internal walls but it is optimistic for the transparent 

open spaces of modern office buildings. 

RF power, transmission rate and coverage 
As the graph below shows, changing the RF power level has a limited impact on the achievable data 

rate: for ~700m2 coverage, dropping the RF power by a factor 64 reduces the maximum 

transmission rate by a factor 8. Due to MAC protocol overhead, the actual throughput D changes by 

a factor 4 (at typical frame size statistics). Thus the relationship between RF power and net 

throughput D is approximately ΔD = ΔP/4 in a typical indoor environment. 

 

Figure 1: Operating area as function of Tx power 

Changing the RF power also affects the coverage: reducing the power by a factor 64 reduces the 

coverage by a factor 8 and therefore the relationship between RF power and coverage C is 

approximately ΔC = ΔP/8 in a typical indoor environment. The operating range varies with a factor 

√8 = 2.8. 

Keeping the RF power constant and changing the Tx  rate by a factor 8 changes the coverage by a 

factor 8. Taking into account the average MAC protocol overhead, the change in the throughput is 

about 4 (at typical frame sizes). Therefore with P constant, the relationship between coverage C and 

throughput D is approximately  ΔC = 1/ΔD*2 in a typical indoor environment. 
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RF power, self interference and hidden nodes 
Another factor that complicates the power setting algorithm is the interference area created at  a 

given Tx power setting. As the figure2 shows, there is a large area in which the Tx power potentially 

interferes with the receiver of devices beyond the -84dBm CSMA threshold.   

Within the area associated with a given power level and the CSMA/CA carrier detection level of -

72dBm/MHz, re-use of the same channel causes sharing the channel capacity with all active devices: 

the APs and their associated devices. Other channel users, outside this defer area will not be 

detected and therefore they will see interference from the non-deferring transmitter.  

At the edge of the interference area, the interfering transmitter’s signal can be as much as 20dB 

above the noise floor of the victim receiver. This SIR reduction reduces the operating range and/or 

the  transmission rates. The SIR reduction depends on their distance to the transmitting AP. This 

distance varies per client and therefore an approximation has to be used, e.g. the average of the 

distances to the other APs on the channel.  

 

Figure 2: Impact of non-overlapping Defer Areas 

The impact includes failed transmissions which in turn typically forces a reduction in transmission 

rate and therefore a higher channel load and/or reduced channel throughput. Notably in busy, high 

density situations (which may involve multiple networks with their own independent management) 

these secondary effects may cause significant damage to the throughput on the affected channels.  

RF power and hidden nodes 
For some of the client devices of an access point, the transmitting AP will be below the CSMA/CA 

threshold and therefore their transmissions will not be coordinated with the “central” AP – and vice 

versa. The result is frequent collisions on the channel leading to reduced data rates and higher 

channel loads. This hidden node effect is amplified by differences in the transmitter power levels as 

well as by differences in receiver sensitivity of the devices sharing a channel. This is a major cause of 

problems in networks serving both laptops and smartphones – the latter tend to have much lower 

RF power output then laptops and access points. 
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A further complicating factor is that differences in received signal strength due to difference in 
distance or transmitter output cause hidden node effects that cause loss of throughput for all 
devices outside the sharing range. To summarize: 

 the effect of power (P) changes on throughput (D) is  low: ΔD ~ ΔP/4 

 the effect of power (P) changes on coverage (C) is very limited: ΔC ~ ΔP/8 

 the effect of transmission rate (R) on coverage is linear: ΔC ~1/ΔR 

 the effect of throughput (D) on coverage is large (C)  is  ΔC ~1/ΔD*2 

 differences in transmit power output of devices causes hidden node effects that disrupt the 

CSMA/CA sharing mechanism and reduces network throughput. 

The challenge for a power management algorithm is therefore to find the optimum power setting 

for each AP on a given channel so that the Tx rate at a required coverage is optimal. The coverage 

required is given by the AP-AP distances but the Tx rate varies with the actual distance of the 

associated clients of an AP. This problem can be reduced to achieving a minimum required data rate 

at the edge of the coverage area.  

The RF power optimization equation is recursive: changing conditions at A changes the conditions at, 

B,C, etc and correcting for those changes, affects conditions at A, etc. Even in the ideal case of 

homogeneous power settings, the power management calculation procedure is complex and 

recursive. Its results are therefore unreliable, notably in a busy, high density environment, regardless 

the amount of compute power used. 

All of this applies to a single RF channel. How serious these problems are depends on the number of 

APs in a network and the number of RF channels available. In a multi-channel environment, 

additional factors play a role. See below. 

Another consideration is the effect of AP power level changes on location systems that rely on signal 

strength: the AP location/power data base will need to be updated and that may be too costly or  

impossible to do in real-time. 

Conclusion 
The bottom line on automatic power management is as follows: 

a) coverage and throughput are not very sensitive to changes in RF power – the benefits are 

not significant, 

b) differences in RF power cause hidden node effects that are very much detrimental to 

throughput, 

c) changes in RF power settings interfere with many location detection systems. 

Automatic power management may have benefits during initial installation but once a network is 

operational, it is typically not useful and may lead to degraded performance. 
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Automatic Channel Management  
Automatic channel management is typically an optional and integral part of a wireless LAN system 

product. As much as RF power management algorithms, channel management algorithms are 

typically vendor intellectual property and therefore not accessible. Therefore, the following is largely 

concerned with the physical aspects of channel management and the consequences for channel 

management algorithms. 

As figure 3 shows, to realize 100% channel capacity in a high pathloss environment (> 12dB/octave), 

about 3 channels are needed at 6Mb/s to give the same coverage area as the interference area 

beyond the -84dBm CCA threshold.  With 4 channels in total, unlimited coverage at 6Mb/s can be 

realized: the AP–AP distance can be reduced to very small values, provided adjacent channel leakage 

of the AP transmitters is low. 

 

Figure 3: Relative size of interference and service areas 

At 48Mb/s and other rates that require 64QAM modulation, the number of channels required 

increases to 25 channels – in an environment with high pathloss. Even at 5GHz there are only 19 

channels and therefore full capacity at complex modulations cannot be achieved if more than 19 APs 

are needed to achieve unlimited coverage in a physically dense indoor area of 160 m diameter. At 

higher pathloss that area is smaller, at lower pathloss that area is a lot larger. Reducing the 

transmission rate to 18Mb/s or less maybe required to realize coverage with unlimited AP density 

when only 19 channels are available. In general, lower transmission rates (= low modulation 

complexity) reduce the re-use distance on the same channel and therefore these facilitate high cell 

densities. In case of 802.11n or 11ac networks, the effective transmission rate can still be 

considerable: 39Mb/s for a 2x2 MIMO link. 

The problem of optimal channel allocation requires solving for two variables for every AP:  

a) minimizing the number of APs on the same channel (and thus the lowest level of 

interference from devices beyond the CCA threshold distance), 

b) minimizing hidden node areas.  
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Solving this challenging problem requires setting three parameters: the number of channels, the AP 

power level and the average AP-AP distance. The outputs are the channel setting for the APs and 

achievable transmission rate under full network load.  

Determining Access Points Spacing 
Determining the number of APs is relatively simple: the required minimum transmission rate 

determines the coverage per AP and thus the number of APs needed for the coverage of the whole 

network. A key choice for the 2.4GHz band is the channel spacing:  at 25MHz spacing (channels 

1,6,11) only three channels can be used, at 20MHz (1,5,9,13), 4 channels but at the price of a slight 

increase in interference between nearby clients on adjacent channels. Figure 3 shows the 

transmitter spectrum mask of the IEEE802.11 standard for 20MHz channel width. The allowed 

Adjacent Channel Leakage (ACL) is ~28dBr near the middle of the adjacent channel. 

 

Figure 3: Adjacent Channel parameters 

 In practice, the ACL will be in the order of -40dBr for the first adjacent channel. That is -60dBm at 1 

mtr for a 100mW transmitter. This is 24dB above the CCA threshold of -84dBm. A physical separation 

of at least 6 to 8 mtr is required to avoid that the APs defer for each other. 

To effectively decouple APs operating on adjacent channels requires a pathloss of 36dB or 12 to 

16mtr in a typical indoor environment. In practice this is usually not possible and thus effective 

transmission rate per AP is reduced. At 24Mb/s the required SIR is 9 dB less and the separation 

distance between two APs operating on adjacent channels can be reduced to  ~12mtr. 1 

Therefore it makes sense to separate APs operating in the 2.4GHz band by at least 6mtr. For the 

5GHz band the restriction is more complex: here one has to assure 6mtr separation only between 

APs operating at adjacent channels. 

                                                           
1
  Because of the short distances involved the pathloss model used here is free space up to 4 mtr and 
10dB/octave for larger distances. 
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Determining the location and channel setting per Access Point 
Assuming the (optimal) physical separation of APs has been determined, location and channel 

setting can be determined – and the latter adjusted during network operation as needed. 

Access Point location is determined by the transmitter required coverage, the required transmission 

rate, the power setting, and the need for channel separation. The transmitter power setting is 

determined by the need to service smartphones and other low power clients. The required 

transmission rate sets the maximum AP-AP distances, the need for channel separation sets the 

minimum AP-AP distance.  

At low traffic loads, the channel separation is not important. Placing APs is determined by the need 

to keep them away from metal objects, available wiring, esthetics, etc.  

As noted above, the choice of channel spacing is crucial: too much wastes spectrum, too little 

assures interference between neighbors. The latter is frequently ignored in automatic channel 

selection algorithms used in consumer kit as well as their “professional” nephews. Instead of the 

basic 1,6,11 or 1,5,9,13 schemes, one often sees the 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9, 10,11,12,13 (all channels) 

scheme. As Figure 3 makes clear, spacing channels at less than 20MHz is not a good idea: as the 

dashed black line moves further to the left, the overlap becomes so large that the own channel and 

neighbor channel effectively become one channel. This reduces the spectrum capacity enormously: 

at a spacing of 15MHz, three overlapping channels become 1 channel that occupies 50 MHz, enough 

for two fully independent channels of 20MHz. With 40MHz channels, things only get worse. 

An effective channel plan meets the following criteria: 

1. It uses a channel spacing of at least one full channel – i.e. > 20MHz 
2. It contains the necessary RF properties of all objects in the coverage area 
3. It minimizes RF coupling between APs operating on the same channel 
4. It avoids hidden node effects caused by AP coverage overlap by APs that do not see each 

other 

2) is absolutely critical because that information determines not only the coverage pattern of each of 

the APs but also if they see each other’s signals – this determines hidden node effects. A further 

factor that influences network performance is the “people density” distribution – a higher density 

means a higher (local) pathloss. 

 3) and 4) may be in conflict with each other and therefore the algorithm for optimizing the channel 

choice is recursive – it can take many iterations and therefore a long time to achieve a good, never 

mind a perfect, result. Optimization may take as much time for the 2.4GHz band as for the 5GHz 

band: the larger number of channel in the 5GHz band makes it easier to avoid hidden node 

situations but the number of iterations needed to optimize a 2.4GHz network may be higher because 

of the many interactions involved. 

Automatic Channel Management and radar 
Wireless LANS operating in the 5GHz band above 5250MHz are required to detect radar signals and 

to vacate channels on which radar signals are detected. A secondary requirement of the radio 

regulations also require that the use of these frequencies is spread over the whole range of 5250 to 
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5725MHz. Many vendors take this latter requirement to  mean that users should not have control 

over the which channels are actually used and therefore they force the use of automatic channel 

management over the whole 5GHz  band in case more than the lower 4 channels are used. Ideally, 

automatic channel management should allow selected channels to be blocked and excluded from 

automatic updating.  

Automatic Channel Management Implementation 
Automatic channel management requires the generation of a channel plan as described above. The 

preceding sections show the complexity of creating a good channel plan and the need for accurate 

site survey data. Without extensive data, the resulting channel plans may be worse than the plan of 

an experienced network engineer. 

Adjusting a channel plan in real time, may lead to a completely different plan. A lot depends on the 

smarts built into the channel management software of a system. Even if only a few channels have to 

be changed, severe disruption of the network’s operation may result.  Therefore it is surprising that 

Cisco ‘s Dynamic Power Management feature has a default interval of only 10minutes. 

Avoiding network disruption leaves two possibilities: to make local adjustments to the active 

channel plan or to derive a complete new channel plan “off-line” and activating it during off-peak 

hours. Judging whether an automatic channel plan feature of a network product is any good requires 

knowing the details of its algorithms and the data it needs. Vendors are not likely to provide such 

information because it is important intellectual property. However, the quality of the algorithm can 

be guessed from the environment data it needs and from the decisions it makes in adapting to 

change in AP population or locations. 

 

 


